
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-11: Plurals of Nouns Ending with Letter Y

Spelling Words Review

puppies

railways

kidneys

  hobbies

journeys

memories 

keys

  varieties

  valleys

  skies

  families

  countries

  trays

  flies

surveys

supplies 

delays

parties

essays

candies 

 

always

mountain

slouch

Challenge

responsibilities

opportunities 

For each spelling word, write the noun in its singular form.
(Example: babies → baby)  

1.  f a m i l i e s                                           ______________________
                                         

2.  e s s a y s                           ______________________

                                                       

3.  c o u n t r i e s                                                                 ______________________

     
                    
4.  j o u r n e y s                                                                     ______________________
                                
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  pastimes or leisure activities                                   _________________________

6.  setbacks or holdups                      _________________________

7.  categories or kinds                                 _________________________

8.  remembrances of the past            _________________________
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    wialrysa       ___________________       hint: tracks that trains travel on 

10.  sifel               ___________________      hint: insects
  

11.  vursyse         ___________________      hint: questionnaires or polls

12.  pepiusp       ___________________       hint: baby dogs   
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Name: _________________________________             List D-11: Plurals of Nouns Ending with Letter Y

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

kidneys keys valleys skies

candies parties supplies trays 

13.  The human body has two  _______________________.          

14.  Mr. Paulick keeps a jar of  _______________________  on his desk at work. 

15.  The waiters used huge  _______________________  to deliver the food at the wedding 

                               banquet.      

16. “We need to go shopping for the  _______________________  on your back-to-school list,”

Mom told Girish. 
 

17. Several peaceful  _______________________  were tucked between the mountains in Evelyn's 

hometown.     

18. I gave my neighbor a set of house  _______________________  so she could watch my cat 

while I was out of town.   

19. On the day of our family picnic, we woke up to beautiful blue  _______________________  and

warm sunshine.

20. Two of Jordan's friends are having birthday  _______________________  this weekend.      

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word comes second in alphabetical order?             __________________________
      
 

22. Identify the review word that comes first in alphabetical order.     __________________________
                

23. Identify the review word that comes third in alphabetical order.   __________________________
      

24. Which challenge word contains five syllables?                     __________________________

25. Which challenge word contains six syllables?                                    __________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-11: Plurals of Nouns Ending with Letter Y

Spelling Words Review

puppies

railways

kidneys

hobbies

journeys

memories

keys

   varieties 

   valleys

   skies  

   families 

   countries

   trays

flies

 surveys 

supplies

 delays

parties

 essays

 candies 

always 

mountain

slouch

Challenge

responsibilities 

opportunities

For each spelling word, write the noun in its singular form.
(Example: babies → baby)  

1.  f a m i l i e s                                           family
                                         

2.  e s s a y s                           essay

                                                       

3.  c o u n t r i e s                                                                 country 

     
                    
4.  j o u r n e y s                                                                     journey
                                
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  pastimes or leisure activities                                   hobbies

6.  setbacks or holdups                      delays

7.  categories or kinds                                 varieties 

8.  remembrances of the past            memories
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    wialrysa       railways        hint: tracks that trains travel on 

10.  sifel               flies        hint: insects
  

11.  vursyse         surveys             hint: questionnaires or polls

12.  pepiusp       puppies        hint: baby dogs   
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Name: _________________________________             List D-11: Plurals of Nouns Ending with Letter Y

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

kidneys keys valleys skies

candies parties supplies trays 

13.  The human body has two kidneys.          

14.  Mr. Paulick keeps a jar of candies on his desk at work. 

15.  The waiters used huge trays to deliver the food at the wedding banquet.  

                                     

16. “We need to go shopping for the supplies on your back-to-school list,” Mom told Girish. 

 
 

17. Several peaceful valleys were tucked between the mountains in Evelyn's hometown. 

     

18. I gave my neighbor a set of house keys so she could watch my cat while I was out of town.

   

19. On the day of our family picnic, we woke up to beautiful blue skies and warm sunshine. 

20. Two of Jordan's friends are having birthday parties this weekend.      

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word comes second in alphabetical order?     mountain
      
 

22. Identify the review word that comes first in alphabetical order.       always
                

23. Identify the review word that comes third in alphabetical order.   slouch
      

24. Which challenge word contains five syllables?                     opportunities

25. Which challenge word contains six syllables?                                    responsibilities 
            LD
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